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Column 6: House Owned or Rented Field 
Variable: HOME_OWNED_OR_RENTED 
 
You will find the answer to this question in column 6 opposite the name of the head of 
each family. The instructions to the enumerator for the entry of this column were as 
follows: 
 

72. Column 6. Home owned or rented. This question is to be answered only 
opposite the name of the head of each family and refers to the home in which the 
family is living at the date of the Census. If the home is owned, write “0”; if the 
home is rented, write “R.” Make no entries in this column for the other members 
of the family. 
 
If a dwelling is occupied by more than one family it is the home of each of them, 
and the question should be answered with reference to each family in the 
dwelling. 

 
The Manual defines owned homes and rented homes as follows: 
 

73. Definition of owned home. A home is to be classed as “owned” if it is owned 
wholly or in part by the head of the family living in the home or by the wife of the 
head, or by a son, or a daughter, or other relative living in the same home with the 
head of the family. 
 
It is not necessary that full payment for the property should have been made or 
that the family should be the sole owner. 
 
74. Definition of rented home. Every home not owned, either wholly or in part, by 
the family living in it should be classed as rented, whether rent is actually paid or 
not. 

 
Acceptable Entries Definition of Acceptable Entries 
 

O Owned home 
R Rented home 
P  Propriétaire 
L  Locataire 
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Codes: 
 
1 "Owned"  
2 "Rented"  
99999001 "Blank"  
99999002 "Damaged"  
99999003 "Illegible"  
99999004 "In Error"  
99999005 "Suspicious"  
99999006 "Missing -- Mandatory Field"  
99999007 "Not Applicable"  
99999008 "Not Mapped"  
99999009 "Correction"  
99999010 "Suggestion"  
99999011 "Unknown - Suggestion"  
99999012 "Multiple Response - Suggestion"  
99999901 "None"  
99999902 "Not Given"  
99999903 "Unknown"  
99999904 "Invalid Value"  
99999999 "Uncodable" 
 


